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A  Watch, listen and talk
1 Watch and listen to some IGCSE students talking about their free time. 

 a  Make a note of three things that they enjoy doing, and three things that they do not 

enjoy doing in their free time.

 b  Talk to your partner(s) about the things that you like and do not like doing in your 

free time.

B Speaking and vocabulary
1 What do these pictures show? Discuss your ideas with a partner and write down at least 

five words or phrases that you think of.

 Example: people enjoying themselves

Unit 1: Free time Focus on reading: 
skimming and scanning

Learning objectives
In this unit you will:

■ watch a video of students talking about their free time, and discuss what they say

■ read an advertisement about apps and answer questions on it

■ think about the best strategies for providing short answers to questions

■ read an online advertisement for a webzine for teenagers and answer questions on it

■ practise speaking about your preferences and making suggestions

1 2 3

4 5
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2 Complete the table with things that you enjoy and don’t enjoy doing. Use the pictures 

above and your ideas from the Watch, listen and talk activity. There are two examples. 

Compare your list with your partner’s. Are they the same or dif erent?

Enjoy Don’t enjoy

watching i lms on TV tidying my room

TOP TIP

Skimming and scanning are two very dif erent strategies for speed reading. They each have a 

dif erent purpose, and they are not meant to be used all of the time.

Skimming is used to quickly identify the main ideas of a text and is done at a speed three to 

four times faster than normal reading.

Scanning is a technique you ot en use when searching for key words or ideas. In most cases, 

you know what you’re looking for, so you concentrate on finding a particular answer. Scanning 

involves moving your eyes quickly down the page looking for specific words and phrases. 

Remember that it is usually not necessary to read and understand every word in a text to find 

the answers to questions.

LANGUAGE TIP

Remember that the verbs enjoy and dislike are both followed by -ing NOT to

Example: I enjoy watching movies on TV, but I dislike tidying my room. ✓

NOT I enjoy to watching movies on TV, but I dislike to tidying my room. ✗

NOT I enjoy to watch movies on TV, but I dislike to tidy my room. ✗

Complete the exercises in your Workbook.

C  Reading
1 Discuss these questions with a partner.

 a  When you want to find something quickly in a text, how do you read it? Which reading 

skills do you use?

 b  When you read something for pleasure, such as a book or a magazine, do you read it in 

the same way as you read a school Chemistry textbook?

 c What other ways are there to read a text?

2 Look at the advertisement for Datasource products. Answer these two questions. You 

have ten seconds!

 a How many dif erent products are advertised?

 b Which product is the most expensive?

3 Which reading skill or skills did you use to answer Activity C2? Did you read every word in 

the text? Did you read quickly or slowly?
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New apps available to download now 
from Datasource.com!

Datasource Puzzle Finder – special discount price of $1 
(normal download price: $2 – save 50%!)

This amazing app is the one that sold a million in a month in the 
USA! If you’re a puzzle lover, now’s your chance to get the most 
up-to-date app for finding literally hundreds of online puzzles.

Datasource Photo Squeeze – discount price of $2 (normal download price: $6 – save 66%!)

Now you can create your own amazing images using Photo Squeeze! Take a pic using your smartphone or tablet and then squeeze it into something awesome.

Datasource Trainer – amazing price – it’s FREE! (normal download price: $2 – 
save 100%!)

If you are into keeping fit, you need this incredible app right now! Download onto your smartphone and keep track of your fitness level. This app will even tell you when you’re not running fast enough!

Datasource NewsFeed – discount price of $6 (normal download price: $8 – 
save 25%!)

Keep in touch with what’s going on in the world by using this fantastic app! 
NewsFeed will keep you informed about whatever you choose – sports, 
entertainment, music … for up to 60 free minutes every day!

Datasource My Movies – discount price of $3 (normal download price: $6 – 
save 50%!)

This incredible app stores a list of your favourite movies and lets you know about new releases. My Movies also lets you share your list with your friends.

Datasource Comic Fun – discount price 
of $1 (normal download price: $4 – 
save 75%!)

Everyone loves comics and this 
delightful but simple app gives you 
access to a huge number of titles. 
And for all you language learners, there 
are five languages to choose from!

y y

$5 OFFER!
You can save even more by signing up to 
the Datasource loyalty scheme. Download 
a minimum of three apps today and 
get a voucher for $5 to use on your next 
purchase. You also get a 21-day money-
back, no-questions-asked guarantee on all 
our apps, a monthly digital newsletter, and 
a membership card and number.

Datasource
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4 Answer the following question. Do not write anything yet.

 Which product has the biggest percentage reduction?

5 Which of the following is the best answer to the question in Activity C4? Is more than one 

answer possible? If so, why?

 a Datasource Trainer has the biggest percentage reduction.

 b The product with the biggest percentage reduction is Datasource Trainer.

 c It’s Datasource Trainer.

 d Datasource Trainer.

 e Trainer.

6 With your partner, ask and answer the following questions. Do not write anything yet.

 a How many products have a normal download price of less than $5?

 b How can you save an additional $5?

 c Which product of ers the smallest cash saving?

 d How many Datasource Puzzle Finder apps were sold in a month in the USA?

 e Give three advantages of joining the Datasource loyalty scheme.

 f Which product of ers you 60 minutes free of charge?

 g Which product is available in dif erent languages?

7 Write the answers to the questions in Activity C6. Exchange your answers with a dif erent 

pair and check them. Use the Top Tip to help you.

8 Have a quick look at the second text, You Write! Where might you find a text like this? Why? 

Choose one or more from the list.

a dictionary an email a newspaper a comic a TV magazine a children’s magazine 

a blog a shop window a leaflet an encyclopaedia a website

9 What is the best strategy for addressing short-answer questions? Put the following points 

into a logical order. Be prepared to explain your order.

 a Search likely sections of the text.

 b Read the question.

 c Underline the key word/s.

 d Ask yourself what information the question is asking for.

10 Look at these questions based on the You Write! webzine. Do not write anything yet. Find 

and note down the key word/s in each question.

 a Who is You Write! for?

 b When can you read the next publication?

 c How many sections are there in the webzine?

 d What is the maximum number of words for a creative story?

 e If something has made you angry, for which section should you write?

 f Which section does not tell you how many words to write?

 g At er you have finished your writing, what do you have to do?

 h How long can the title for your writing be?

 i If you select the final box, what will you not receive?

11 Now write the answers to the questions in Activity C10. Keep your answers short, but 

remember to include all the information that the questions ask for. Exchange your 

answers with a partner and check them.

TOP TIP

Ot en, you do not 

need to write full 

sentences for your 

answers. Sometimes 

a single word, a 

few words, or even 

a number, will be 

enough. However, 

you must show 

that you have 

understood the 

question and you 

must provide all 

of the information 

required. If you are 

writing numbers, 

be careful to spell 

them correctly. 

Also, if the answer 

is a quantity, make 

sure you include a 

symbol or a unit of 

measurement – for 

example $35, 10 

kilometres, 2 hours.

TOP TIP

Notices, 

leaflets, signs, 

advertisements 

and timetables 

can contain a lot 

of information in 

various formats. 

The best strategy 

for answering 

questions on 

sources like these 

is to decide which 

word or words in 

the question will 

lead you to the 

place in the text that 

contains the answer. 

These words are 

called key words.
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www.youwrite.eu

First name:  Family name: 

Email:  Age last birthday:  Name of school: 

Which section are you writing for? Please select.

My Story ❏ My Poem ❏ My Opinion ❏ My Report ❏

 Title for your writing (maximum FIVE words): :  

Number of words: :

I have my parent’s/guardian’s permission to submit my writing to You Write! Please select YES NO

Data Protection Act: Sometimes we may wish to send you information about other products that we feel may 

be of interest to you. Select this box if you do NOT wish to receive such information ❏

Need to contact us? Click here or email us: info@youwrite.eu

You Write !

Send us your writing by 30th June for a chance to see it in the 

next issue (publication date 31st July) of You Write! 

Choose which section you want your work 

to appear in: MY STORY, MY POEM, 

MY OPINION, MY REPORT

What do I do next?
Complete and submit the form below. You must do this 

electronically. Do not forget to attach your piece of writing!

MY STORY: 

For those of you 

with a story to tell, 

this is the section 

for you! We will 

consider your funny 

or serious, original*, 

creative stories up 

to a maximum of 

275 words.

MY POEM: 

What has inspired 

you to write a poem? 

An interesting 

person? An unusual 

place? A funny pet? 

Extreme weather? 

Send us up to 25 

lines of your inspired 

writing in order to 

be considered for 

this section.

MY OPINION: 

Use this section 

if you want to get 

something off 

your chest! Has 

something annoying 

happened that 

makes you want to 

put pen to paper? 

If you are feeling 

particularly angry, 

upset, or even happy 

about something, 

share your opinion 

by writing no more 

than 200 words.

MY REPORT: 

Seen or heard 

something interesting 

locally that you want 

to tell others about? 

Perhaps a new 

cinema has opened 

in your town, or your 

local team won its 

most recent match? 

Maybe you want to 

write about something 

that you were 

personally involved in, 

such as a music or 

drama festival? Send 

us your report, up to 

275 words.

The amazing and unique* online webzine for 

teenagers who want to share their writing!

*See the WORD TIP in Section D.
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D  Language focus: adjective + noun
1 Notice the use of adjectives in the two texts you have read in this unit:

 amazing app up-to-date app amazing online webzine creative stories

 a Copy and complete this sentence.

   Adjectives are used to provide… … about… … . In English, adjectives usually 

come… … the noun.

 b  What happens in your language? What is the usual order for adjectives 

and nouns?

2 Quickly read through the two texts in Section C again. Find at least three more 

examples of adjective + noun combinations in each text. Compare your examples with 

a partner’s.

3 Adjectives can ot en be formed from other parts of speech. Copy and complete the table 

with the correct words. You may not be able to fill in all the gaps.

Adjective Noun Adverb Verb

amazing amazement amazingly amaze

special … … …

incredible … … …

delightful … … …

funny … … …

serious … … …

original … … …

creative … … …

4 Look back at the two texts in this unit and find at least five more adjectives. 

Add them to your table and then complete the other parts of speech (noun, 

adverb and verb) where possible.

5 Notice that there are dif erent possible endings for adjectives in English. Using the words 

from Activities D3 and D4, list some of these possible endings. Then think of three more 

examples for each ending.

 Example: -ing: interesting, amazing, tiring, fascinating, boring

6 Choose eight adjectives from Activity D5, then combine them with nouns and use them 

in sentences of your own.

 Example: That webzine was full of interesting stories and ideas.

 Complete the exercises in your Workbook.

WORD TIP

original = 1 

INTERESTING: not 

the same as others; 

2 FIRST: the earliest 

form of something

unique = 1 NOT THE 

SAME: dif erent 

from everyone 

and everything; 2 

SPECIAL: unusual 

and special; 3 BE 

UNIQUE TO: to exist 

in only one place, or 

connected to only 

one person or thing

Use either original 

or unique to 

complete the 

sentences in your 

Workbook.

Adapted from 

Cambridge School 

Dictionary 2008
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E   Speaking: Showing preferences and making 
suggestions

1  CD1, Track 2 Listen to Maria and Christos talking. How many dif erent ways do they use 

to show a preference or to make a suggestion?

2 Look at the audioscript in Appendix 3 and check the meaning of the phrases that are 

underlined.

3 Think of more ways to show a preference and to make a suggestion. Copy the table below 

and add more phrases. Compare your answers with your partner’s.

Showing a preference Making a suggestion

I’d rather go … Why don’t we go … ? 

Let’s go … 

4 Usually when we show a preference for something or make a suggestion, we also give 

a reason. What reason does Maria give for wanting to go to the shopping centre later? 

What reason does Christos give for wanting to go to the shopping centre at the weekend?

5 Work with your partner. For each of the following examples, one of you makes a 

suggestion and the other gives a preference. Use a variety of phrases from the Language 

Tip, and support your suggestions and preferences with reasons.

 Example: Buying new trainers or a birthday present for someone.

 Maria: Why don’t you buy those new trainers we saw in town?

 Christos: No, I don’t think so, Maria. It’s my mum’s birthday next month and I’d 

prefer to save my money for her present.

 a Going shopping or staying home to study.

 b Eating Italian or Japanese food in a restaurant.

 c Watching a film at the cinema or on TV.

 d Playing basketball or going swimming.

6 A competition has just been announced. An area of land near your school is going to be 

developed. For the competition, you need to make a short speech to your school friends, 

LANGUAGE TIP

Look at how preference and suggestion phrases are followed by infinitive, to infinitive or -ing 

forms of the verb.

+ infinitive + to infinitive + -ing

Why don’t we + do? Would you like + to do? What/How about + doing?

Let’s + do I’d like + to do What do you think about + doing?

I suggest we + do I(’d) prefer + to do I suggest + doing

Can’t we + do?

I think we should + do

I’d rather + do

Complete the exercises in your Workbook.
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giving your preferences and reasons for the development of the land. Plan your speech. 

It might be helpful to write down some ideas, like this:

shopping centre

restaurant

car park

libraryLAND

could include
computers

F Reading
1 You are going to read a newsletter about a sports centre. There are six sections:

Welcome! Opening hours  Membership Facilities Focus on gyms  Personal fitness

 In which sections do you think you will read the following information (a–f)? Why?

 a Adults

 b and make you feel at home!

 c Olympic and children’s starter pools

 d increase your strength

 e reach your potential

 f Monday–Saturday

2 Write a list of other information you would expect to find in each of the six sections. Write 

two things for each section. Give reasons for your choices.

3 Quickly read the Achileas Sports Centre newsletter and check your answers to Activities 

F1 and F2.

4 Read the newsletter in more detail and write answers for questions a–h.

 a How ot en is the newsletter published?

 b What time does the sports centre close on public holidays?

 c What is the cost for a family for a six-month membership?

 d How many swimming pools are there?

 e What non-sport facilities does the complex of er? Give two examples.

 f How many dif erent ‘fitness goals’ are mentioned?

 g  What do you need to do before the staf  can design your personal fitness programme?

 h How is your progress assessed?

 i What is the main goal of the sports centre?

 j What two things do all the ‘focus’ gyms of er?

5 Follow these instructions and design your own information leaflet.

 a  Choose somewhere for your leaflet. It could be another sports centre, a shopping mall, 

an entertainment complex, or somewhere else of your choice.

 b  Include four dif erent sections of information, which could be similar to the ones you 

have seen here, or dif erent ones.

 c Write about 50 words for each section.

 d Write two questions per section (total eight questions) for your partner to answer.

TOP TIP

Making suggestions 

and expressing 

preferences about 

a particular topic 

are important 

aspects of speaking 

ef ectively. Although 

it is important to 

speak accurately 

(and using set 

phrases like 

the ones in this 

unit will be very 

helpful) in order 

to ensure that no 

misunderstandings 

take place, the 

most important 

thing is to talk 

confidently. Also, 

try to avoid using 

slang expressions 

(say yes not yeah) 

and vocabulary, and 

single-word answers 

to questions.
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Welcome!
Welcome to the new Achileas Sports Centre and 
Swimming Pool Complex monthly newsletter! 
We of er a wide variety of activities for you and all 
your family and friends. Whether your interest is 
fitness, football, tennis, basketball or swimming, 
we can of er you an excellent range of activities to 
suit all your needs. We hope you will enjoy your visit 
to the new Achileas Complex and take advantage of 
the many facilities available.

Opening hours

Swimming Pool

Monday–Friday 07.00–22.00
Saturday–Sunday & public holidays 08.00–21.00

Sports Centre

Monday–Friday 06.00–22.00
Saturday–Sunday & public holidays 09.00–20.00

Achileas Restaurant

Monday–Saturday  12.00–15.00 & 
19.00–23.00

Sunday & public holidays  12.00–15.00 
only

Membership

 Children Adults Couples Family

 (6–17) (18+) (2 adults)  (2 adults + 
2 children)

Annual $250 $400 $350 each $1,000
6-monthly $130 $210 $180 each $600
3-monthly $70 $110 $100 each $330
Monthly $25 $45 $40 each $120
Weekly $20 $40 $35 each $105
Daily $10 $20 $15 each $45

Facilities

Five fitness and special-focus gyms, one children’s 
gym, Olympic pool and children’s starter pool, 
four squash courts, four badminton courts, two 
basketball courts, eight outdoor tennis courts, two 

all-weather football pitches, Achileas Sports Shop, 
Achileas Restaurant.

Focus on gyms

Whatever your fitness level, whatever your age and 
whatever your fitness goals, we have something to 
of er you in one of our special-focus gyms! If you 
would like to lose weight, tone up, increase your 
strength or improve your health, we have highly 
qualified staf  on hand to motivate you in one of 
our focus gyms.

All of this takes place in one of our five focus gyms: 
cardiovascular, resistance training, free weights, 
general and sports injury. All our focus gyms 
of er state-of-the-art machines and excellent 
user-friendly equipment, catering for all your 
health and fitness needs.

Personal fitness

Whether you wish to work out once a week 
or every day, for ten minutes or an hour, at er an 
initial consultation, our staf  will design your 
own personal-fitness programme, tailored to 
suit your individual needs. You will also benefit 
from regular reviews, where your progress will 
be monitored and your programme updated or 
adjusted accordingly.
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REFLECTION

How well do you think you can do each of these things now? 

Give yourself a score from 1: Still need a lot of practice to 5: Feeling very confident about this

In this unit you: 1 2 3 4 5

watched a video of students talking about their free time, and discussed 

what they said

read an advertisement about apps and answered questions on it

thought about the best strategies for providing short answers to questions

read an online advertisement for a webzine for teenagers and answered 

questions on it

practised speaking about your preferences and making suggestions.

Now set yourself a personal goal based on your scores for Unit 1.

Exam focus

Reading, Exercise 1, skimming and scanning

1 Read the following visitor information leaflet about markets in Cambridge, and then 

answer the exercises.

Cambridge offers you more than 
you would expect
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 a Where exactly is the general market located?  [1]

 b  Why might it be a bad idea to delay buying something at the general market? [1]

 c What service is of ered for people who have time to wait?  [1]

 d Which is the best day to buy home-grown food?  [1]

 e Which market would be a good place to buy a souvenir?  [1]

 f Where would you go to find the largest choice of food and drinks?  [1]

 g How does the garden art and crat  market support local traders?  [1]

 h  What nowadays protects buyers and sellers at the garden art and crat  

market? Give two examples. [2]

 i Why has the market grown so fast? Give four examples. Extended only [4]

 Total: 9 (Core) 13 (Extended) 

General market

Cambridge is a market city, and people have been 

trading at the historic market square in the city centre 

for hundreds of years. The general market is open 

Monday to Saturday in the main Market Square 

opposite the City Hall. Between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. 

the market is busy with around 100 stalls selling fruit, 

vegetables, plants and l owers, but also on sale are 

books, clothes and even electrical items. Many of these 

stalls change on a daily basis, so you may not i nd the 

same things from one day to the next. You can even 

have your trousers, shoes, bike or sewing machine 

mended if you are not in a rush.

Arts, crafts and local produce market

The arts, crafts and local produce market is also 

situated in the main Market Square, and is open 

every Sunday. Here you can i nd a wide selection of 

produce from the region’s i nest artists, craftspeople, 

photographers and farmers. The market is a great 

mix of everyday items such as organic fruit and 

vegetables, unique gift ideas, antiques, books, pictures 

and jewellery. You can also i nd personalised gifts 

at this market, which make ideal presents for family 

members and friends, or even something for yourself 

as a reminder of your visit to Cambridge.

Street traders’ market

Cambridge of ers an excellent range of street traders 

located around the historic centre, along Silver Street 

and other streets nearby. They include a huge number 

of food and drink sellers, of ering burgers, jacket 

potatoes, savoury and sweet crepes, and plenty of 

vegetarian options, so there’s no excuse to go hungry 

while shopping.

Garden art and craft market

This garden art and craft market started in the summer 

of 1975, and since then has become increasingly 

popular with locals and tourists. The market 

encourages Cambridge artists and craftspeople by 

giving them somewhere to sell the things they make, 

such as designer jewellery, ceramics, wood carvings, 

artwork and much more. In the early days, when the 

market i rst opened, it was a fair-weather, summer 

only event. The stalls had no roofs, and if it rained, the 

artists had to throw plastic sheets over their displays, 

and then hide under umbrellas or trees for shelter. 

Nowadays the stalls are protected, not just by the many 

trees which also provide shade, but by purpose-built 

covers. Over the years, the garden art and craft market 

has quickly l ourished, not only due to its reputation for 

beautiful quality arts and crafts but more importantly as 

a result of its af ordable prices. Furthermore, improved 

public transport links have made it easier for more 

people to visit Cambridge and the market. However, 

perhaps the most important reason for the increase in 

the market’s popularity is the chance for people to talk 

to the makers of the products that they want to buy. 

The market, just opposite Trinity College, is held every 

Saturday and some weekdays during the peak holiday 

season, and is truly not to be missed.

Adapted from www.cambridgebid.co.uk
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